
Computa(onal modelling of language acquisi(on: an 
introduc(on 
 
One approach to studying how children acquire language is to simulate language acquisi6on 
through computa6onal modelling. Computa6onal models implement theories of language 
acquisi6on and simula6on outcomes can then be tested against exis6ng real-world data or in 
new empirical research. It is more than ten years ago that Journal of Child Language published 
a special issue on the topic, edited and introduced by Brian MacWhinney (MacWhinney, 
2010). Now is thus a good 6me to take stock of recent developments by bringing together a 
collec6on of ar6cles that explore recent research and insights from computa6onal modelling 
of child language acquisi6on. 

Contribu6ons in the previous special issue tended to focus on a narrow range of the 
overall problem of language acquisi6on. A narrow focus has advantages in terms of detailing 
the exact learning mechanisms and pieces of input relevant for acquiring specific linguis6c 
proper6es. However, the past decades of empirical research on language acquisi6on have 
demonstrated the relevance of taking a broader perspec6ve and combining linguis6c levels. 
Learning across different linguis6c levels (i.e., phone6cs, phonology, morphology, syntax, 
seman6cs, pragma6cs) may help children to iden6fy speech and language units, categorize 
and assign meaning to these units, and acquire linguis6c structure. Children make, for 
example, use of prosodic informa6on to unravel syntac6c structure (see discussion in Morgan 
& Demuth, 1996), or use verb meaning to acquire syntax and vice versa (Pinker, 1984; 
Gleitman, 1990). Other research has suggested con6nuity between the lexical and (morpho-
)syntac6c levels, as children gradually combine lexical construc6ons to arrive at more abstract 
gramma6cal representa6ons (Marchman & Bates, 1994; Theakston & Lieven, 2017). Such 
ideas and findings are incompa6ble with and not captured by a narrow focus on language 
acquisi6on. Broadening the computa6onal approach by modelling acquisi6on across linguis6c 
levels and perhaps also modali6es (i.e., oral, wri\en) would therefore be an important next 
step. In addi6on, taking into account non-linguis3c resources and requirements is relevant, 
given (neuro-)physiological and cogni6ve factors that have been suggested and shown to play 
a significant role in shaping language development (e.g., working memory, Archibald, 2017; 
execu6ve func6oning, Shokrkon & Nicoladis, 2022). 

The goal of this special issue is to provide an overview of the current state of 
computa6onal modelling in child language acquisi6on, with a focus on broadening the 
perspec6ve. The ar6cles in the current issue represent a variety of perspec6ves on language 
acquisi6on, including different empirical phenomena and theore6cal approaches. We invited 
authors who are ac6vely publishing on computa6onal models of child language and who 
integrate different linguis6c levels and modali6es, or consider non-linguis6c aspects in their 
modelling work. Furthermore, there is some work involving more than one language and 
beyond a monolingual and typically developing popula6ons. Below, we first provide a 
summary of each contribu6on, star6ng from phone6cs-related studies, con6nuing onto 
syntax and the lexicon, and ending with the language-literacy interface. We then look more 
closely into what we learn from the six contribu6ons combined, reflect on connec6ons 



between the modelling work and empirical literature, and outline joint future direc6ons for 
computa6onal and empirical approaches to child language acquisi6on. 
 
Summary of each contribu3on 
 
De Seyssel et al. are included as the first contribu6on in this volume, as they reflect on how 
computa6onal modelling (which they call learning simula6ons) compares and relates to other 
theore6cal and sta6s6cal-modelling approaches. They specifically argue that learning 
simula6ons with realis6c input and mul6ple linguis6c levels can provide a proof of concept 
about the role of broad learning mechanisms in general language acquisi6on (i.e., not 
restricted to a specific linguis6c level or phenomenon). This approach is illustrated with an AI-
based learning simula6on called STELA. This model shows that sta6s6cal learning from the 
raw, untranscribed audio signal, replicates infants’ perceptual development as observed in 
phone6c and lexical experiments, sugges6ng that acquisi6on may take place simultaneously 
across levels and in the absence of explicit linguis6c categories. In the context of this volume, 
this contribu6on also offers the complementary approach of taking a learning mechanism 
(sta6s6cal learning) rather than a linguis6c phenomenon as the star6ng point of the 
inves6ga6on. 

A different perspec6ve on phone6c learning is provided in Meier and Guenther’s 
overview of the neurocomputa6onal modelling of speech motor control development in 
infancy with the DIVA model (speech sounds) and its GODIVA extension (speech sound 
combina6ons). DIVA implements the speech produc6on system with mul6ple, connected, 
biophysically realis6c ar6ficial neural networks, each represen6ng a cor6cal region or 
subcor6cal nucleus that is credited with a specific func6on in the speech produc6on system. 
The GODIVA model is extended with a planning loop to model the sequen6al produc6on of 
speech sounds. Meier and Guenther review how the DIVA model can account for the 
empirically observed gradual expansion of speech motor control in infancy, while the GODIVA 
extension suggests that the gradual automa6on of larger speech produc6on programs can 
account for children’s expanding produc6on capaci6es. This line of work provides insight in 
the neural systems underlying speech produc6on, in the emerging connec6ons between 
auditory, somatosensory, and ar6culatory representa6ons, and in the 6ming of their 
involvement in speech produc6on development. As this volume’s only contribu6on on 
neurocomputa6onal modelling, it illustrates that computa6onal modelling can elucidate how 
neural-level changes underlie and give rise to stages in language development. 

The issue con6nues with two contribu6ons on (morpho-)syntac6c development. Pine, 
Freudenthal and Gobet provide a comprehensive review of their work on the modelling of 
children’s verb marking errors with a learner called MOSAIC. Verb-marking errors have 
featured prominently in the literature on children’s morphosyntac6c development, especially 
in studies framed within genera6ve theory. These studies typically explain children’s omission 
of tense and agreement morphemes (e.g., that go in there instead of that goes in there) in 
terms of matura6on of innate abstract gramma6cal structure, features or constraints. 
MOSAIC, an unsupervised learning algorithm that relies on co-occurrence sta6s6cs for 
represen6ng syntac6c rules, takes a different approach and learns to progressively produce 
longer u\erances as a func6on of amount of input to which it is exposed. The empirical focus 
of research with MOSAIC has been on one specific phenomenon. The strength of this work, 
and its broad perspec6ve, lies in the modelling of different dimensions of varia6on, such as 
the varia6on across sentence types within one language (declara6ves versus wh-ques6ons), 



varia6on over 6me within children, cross-linguis6c varia6on (Dutch, English, German, 
Spanish), and, more recently, atypical development. In this respect, MOSAIC has been quite 
successful, which, as pointed out by Pine and colleagues, raises important conceptual 
ques6ons about the mechanisms that underlie children’s learning of morphosyntac6c 
proper6es. 

Pearl delves deeper into syntax by describing three case studies that involve linking 
theories (i.e., theories that we, as adults, have to link thema6c roles such as agent, theme, 
pa6ent, goal or experiencer, which are specified by the verb’s lexical seman6cs, to syntac6c 
argument posi6ons such as subject, direct object or indirect object, which are specified by 
that verb’s syntac6c frame), the passive, and pronoun interpreta6on. For each case, Pearl 
reviews the syntac6c knowledge children need to acquire, the relevant aspects for acquisi6on 
theory that need to be implemented in the computa6onal cogni6ve model, input to the 
model, the evalua6on against behavioral data, and, importantly, what we learn from this. For 
example, the modelling results for linking indicate that learning syntax involves learning from 
syntac6c contexts, as well as from non-syntac6c sources such as animacy and thema6c roles. 
Pearl dedicates a part of her contribu6on to outlining the relevant components of the 
acquisi6on process that a computa6onal cogni6ve model should consider. In doing so, she 
iden6fies several direc6ons for future modelling work. One angle follows from considering the 
implica6ons of children’s immature non-linguis6c systems on genera6ng output, extrac6on of 
informa6on from input, and the use of informa6on for learning. Simultaneous acquisi6on may 
be another fruicul angle: while De Seyssel et al. emphasize cross-level simultaneous 
acquisi6on, Pearl illustrates the poten6al of cross-structure simultaneous acquisi6on. 

A model of vocabulary acquisi6on is presented by Alhama and colleagues, who set out 
to elucidate the helping or hindering role of distribu6onal proper6es of the input, in par6cular 
the co-occurrences between words. Based on Vector Space Models to opera6onalize 
neighbourhood density (as a specific measure of word co-occurrences), the results show that 
words that share fewer contexts with other words are acquired earlier. This suggests that 
children may extract meaning from word co-occurrences and that co-occurrences may even 
be part of children’s seman6c representa6ons. Interes6ngly, the results were substan6ally 
impacted by specific modelling choices, including the quan6ta6ve defini6on of context and 
the algorithm used to derive the vector representa6ons. More generally, this work thus 
highlights how computa6onal modelling can contribute to the specifica6on and 
opera6onaliza6on of concepts and processes in child language acquisi6on. 

The last contribu6on in this special issue is from Monaghan, who focuses on the 
interface between language and literacy development. In the literature on literacy, a gap exists 
between theore6cal models of word representa6ons that connect wri\en form, spoken form, 
and word meaning, on the one hand, and behavioural models that describe pathways among 
the different learning tasks such as decoding (sets of) le\ers, mapping them onto speech 
sounds, and comprehending oral language, on the other hand. Monaghan’s contribu6on 
demonstrates how this gap is narrowed by incorpora6ng oral language experience and reading 
training in computa6onal modelling. Both quan6ty and quality of early oral language 
experiences turn out to impact on the model’s reading performance, but in different ways: 
while quan6ty affects the fidelity of the representa6ons and effec6ve mapping of sound and 
meaning, quality provides opportuni6es for vocabulary expansion. Other modelling results 
demonstrate that 6ming of oral language experience ma\ers, and that the impact of early 



oral language skills depends on the exact literacy training system (e.g., sound-based vs 
meaning-based). As such, this ar6cle illustrates how learning across the oral and wri\en 
modali6es can be implemented in computa6onal modelling and has the poten6al to increase 
our insight into the mechanisms that underlie the behavioural models. 
 
What do we learn from modelling across linguis3c levels and modali3es? 
 
All contribu6ons in this special issue extend beyond a single linguis6c level, as MacWhinney 
called for in his reflec6on on the 2010 special issue on computa6onal modelling. In the 
(GO)DIVA and STELA models, these extensions are achieved by changing the capabili6es of 
the learner. The DIVA model of speech-sound produc6on is turned into the GODIVA model of 
speech sound combina6ons, by providing the learner with a planning loop and ability to 
automate frequently repeated movement sequences. The STELA model is able to learn at both 
the phone6c and lexical levels, as it integrates an acous6c and a language learner, thereby 
bridging the gap between con6nuous and discrete representa6ons. These contribu6ons thus 
show that, in some cases, increasing complexity of the learner is sufficient to expand its 
learning scope. 

Other contribu6ons achieve their extension across linguis6c levels by providing the 
learner with input from mul6ple linguis6c levels, alongside suitable addi6onal learning 
mechanisms. Alhama et al. model the speed of lexical acquisi6on on the basis of co-
occurrences between lexical items (rather than from proper6es of individual items), which 
their Vector Space Models can capture. The MOSAIC model has no direct access to seman6c, 
pragma6c or phonological informa6on, but Pine et al. marked the input for seman6c 
proper6es, which enabled modelling the seman6c condi6oning of morphosyntac6c errors. 
Pearl focuses on models of syntac6c acquisi6on that integrate informa6on from mul6ple 
places including non-syntac6c informa6on, such as animacy of an event par6cipant, seman6c 
informa6on about par6cipant event roles, and components of lexical meaning. Finally, the 
computa6onal models on reading described by Monaghan include a stepwise extension of 
exposure in input to spoken, meaning and wri\en representa6ons of words. These 
contribu6ons show that language learners are more powerful, as well as possibly more correct 
models of language acquisi6on, if they are equipped to detect cross-level regulari6es and 
combine cross-modality informa6on. 

While these modelling approaches all illustrate that it is possible to model language 
acquisi6on across linguis6c levels or modali6es, they make connec6ons between rela6vely 
closely-related linguis6c phenomena. This keeps the progress tractable and informa6ve, but 
does not address how to link linguis6c levels that are less closely related. De Seyssel et al. 
specifically note that machine-learning or AI algorithms might be capable of learning across 
mul6ple levels, but that more detailed learning mechanisms will remain necessary for insight 
in the exact solu6on to the language learning problem. A next itera6on of progress and 
expansion may be achieved by modelling acquisi6on at well-understood interfaces, such as 
the syntax-prosody interface (Morgan & Demuth, 1996), as another step forward to formally 
unravelling the complexi6es of the acquisi6on of language as a whole. 

 
What do we learn from including non-linguis3c aspects? 
 



Several contribu6ons to this special issue also extend their modelling approach beyond 
speech and language by including aspects of the neural architecture, domain-general learning 
mechanisms, or domain-general cogni6on. 

Meier and Guenther, De Seyssel et al., and Alhama et al., all use neural networks in 
their models, showing that this domain-general architecture can be used to account for 
several aspects of child language acquisi6on. The (GO)DIVA models presented in Meier and 
Guenther use neural networks to represent smaller and larger neural components, formally 
linking child language acquisi6on to biophysical aspects of the (developing) human body. This 
work also highlights how neurocomputa6onal models of language acquisi6on are con6ngent 
on a solid understanding of the neural underpinnings of a given linguis6c ability, such as is 
available for speech produc6on. The neural-network implementa6ons of De Seyssel et al. and 
Alhama et al. come from machine learning and related fields and share that they learn vector 
representa6ons with predic6on as a driving mechanism to achieve distribu6onal or sta6s6cal 
learning. This work shows that domain-general learning mechanisms can provide the basis for 
the acquisi6on of (some aspects of) language. 

General cogni6ve mechanisms are incorporated in the computa6onal modelling work 
of Pine et al. and Pearl, on respec6vely morphosyntax and syntac6c acquisi6on. However, the 
authors of both contribu6ons are also cau6ous in making strong claims about exactly which 
aspects of cogni6on are modelled in their work, how these develop in children, and how they 
relate to language behavior.  The MOSAIC model of Pine and colleagues includes input 
processing strategies and limita6ons through primacy and recency effects. These effects, 
which are underpinned by insights from the field of psychology, suggest that language-
learning children are sensi6ve to both the beginning and end of an unfamiliar u\erance and 
may reflect, respec6vely, rehearsal and processing limita6ons. Pearl discusses modelling of 
two poten6al consequences of cogni6ve immaturity, namely inaccurate representa6on of 
informa6on and ignoring of accurate informa6on. Results showed that modelled children 
matched empirical data on children’s interpreta6on preferences best when either one of these 
two cogni6ve limita6ons was taken into account.  

Language does not develop in isola6on and these contribu6ons illustrate the various 
ways in which non-linguis6c aspects can be incorporated in the computa6onal modelling of 
language acquisi6on to achieve be\er models, that is, models that be\er capture human 
behavior. The results presented in the ar6cles in this special issue are promising and pave the 
way for future research. To yield interpretable and informa6ve models and results, such 
research will require cross-disciplinary collabora6ons involving neurology, psychology, and 
linguis6cs.  
 
Connec3on between the contribu3ons and the empirical literature 
 
All contribu6ons implement hypothesized language-acquisi6on mechanisms and provide a 
proof of concept by building on a well-established empirical base of child-language acquisi6on 
data and child-directed speech. This has the advantage that models can be trained on 
sufficient data and evaluated against well-established human behaviour. This allows for the 
focussed inves6ga6on of language-acquisi6on mechanisms that computa6onal models 
uniquely afford. 



 A natural consequence of this strong empirical base is that several biases from the 
empirical literature are propagated into the computa6onal work. Firstly, each paper models 
one or more well-studied phenomena, for example perceptual a\unement (De Seyssel et al.) 
and the op6onal-infinite stage (Pine et al.). Secondly, all six contribu6ons focus on 
monolingual language development, and four only consider an ‘average’ typically developing 
child (De Seyssel et al.; Pearl; Alahama et al.; Monaghan). The third bias evident in this special 
issue is the English preponderance in the language-development literature (Kidd & Garcia, 
2022; Cris6a et al., 2023), with three contribu6ons modelling only the acquisi6on of English, 
two including other (Indo-European) languages in addi6on to English (DeSeyssel et al.; Pine et 
al.), and one contribu6on discussing general learning mechanisms that would presumably 
apply to all languages (Meier & Guenther, although examples are in English). 
 Future computa6onal studies could, thus, substan6ally expand this current scope, with 
several ar6cles in this volume already providing illustra6ons, direc6ons, and poten6al 
challenges. Regarding the English bias, De Seyssel et al., Alhama, and Monaghan all men6on 
cross-linguis6c (and cross-orthography) research as an avenue to tes6ng the universality of 
learning mechanisms. Monaghan furthermore suggests that such cross-linguis6c and cross-
orthography research could provide a fruicul basis for modelling transfer effects in cases of 
(sequen6al) bi- or mul6lingualism. However, Alahama and De Seyssel et al. both point out that 
the large amounts of data needed for (their) computa6onal models are currently not available 
for most languages of the world. 

As for the bias towards ‘average, typical’ language development, three contribu6ons 
already illustrate what can be learned from modelling beyond this bias. Meier and Guenther’s 
brief descrip6on of the DIVA accounts of developmental speech disorders illustrates how an 
implemented model of an ‘average, typical’ language user can be used to hypothesize causes 
of disorders. Supplemen6ng the MOSAIC learner with a frequency-based defaul6ng 
mechanism (MOSAIC+), Pine and colleagues were able to simulate the error profiles of 
children with Developmental Language Disorder and their frequent use of default forms, both 
within and across languages. They directly manipulated the default threshold and, therefore, 
no further insight is obtained in the mechanisms that underlie the use of default forms by 
language-impaired children. While Pearl does not explicitly discuss atypical development, the 
empirical observa6ons she highlights could poten6ally serve as an inspira6on for modelling 
the syntac6c development of children with working memory difficul6es or impaired cogni6ve 
inhibi6on. 
 A final way for computa6onal modelling to move beyond the current biases in the 
empirical literature, is by offering novel predic6ons. While none of the contribu6ons in this 
special issue do this, these exis6ng models could (theore6cally) be trained on input data from 
a not-yet-studied language or inspected for unpredicted or emergent behaviours. Such results 
could then provide the star6ng hypothesis of a new empirical cycle, further integra6ng 
computa6onal models in the study of child language acquisi6on. 
 
Conclusion 
 
Overall, the present volume of 6 papers illustrates that computa6onal modelling of child 
language acquisi6on has moved forward substan6ally since the previous special issue on 
computa6onal modelling, as recent advances provide a formal understanding of acquisi6on 
across linguis6c levels and in connec6on with non-linguis6c aspects of cogni6on. 



Future work could aim to model more phenomena, integrate across linguis6c levels 
that are further removed, clarify the neuro-physiological and domain-general underpinnings 
of more aspects of language acquisi6on, or clarify the impact of cogni6ve processing. Other 
advances can be found in modelling of children who acquire more than one language or whose 
language acquisi6on appears disordered, and in expanding current models beyond English 
and the Indo-European languages. 
  Prac6cally speaking, we hope that this volume inspires empirical researchers to seek 
more synergy with computa6onal researchers, for example by crea6ng datasets in a manner 
that could be useful for computa6onal work or using predic6ons from computa6onal models 
as a star6ng point of rigorous empirical tests. Conversely, recent empirical advances will 
hopefully con6nue to contribute to computa6onal studies. Such distributed but ul6mately 
joint efforts will ul6mately lead to a be\er understanding of the mechanisms underlying child 
language acquisi6on. 
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